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			A North Shore Landmarkfor nearly 140 years
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                                            The Historic Lutsen Lodge

                                                                Minnesota’s Oldest, Most Beloved Resort

                                    

                                    
                        Welcome to the historic Lutsen Lodge, where rustic refinement is complemented by the most iconic setting Minnesota’s North Shore has to offer. We invite you to indulge in an unforgettable stay that takes you back in time to an era of opulent hotel lobbies with wood-burning fireplaces, elegant fine dining, and nightcaps before bed. Over nearly 140 years, we’ve perfected the experience right here on the storied North Shore of Lake Superior.
                    

                            
                    

    
	

			
			
				What You’ll Love Most About Lutsen
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									The Little Touches

								

														Whether it’s the vintage of wine curated just for you from the local winery or the turndown service featuring decadent truffles from our in-house chocolatier, we still believe in the little touches from a bygone era that truly define what it means to be hospitable. It is our way of thanking you for being our guest.
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									The Most Romantic Lodge

								

														From its timeless charm to its nostalgic romance, there is something about staying in a historic lodge that exudes romance. Elegant décor, cozy fireplaces, and antique furnishings create intimate settings that transports couples to a bygone era. The sense of history and the stories woven into the walls add depth to the experience, making the lodge a unique and memorable backdrop for romantic getaways.
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									Fireside Moments

								

														Whether you’re warming up at our nightly beachfire or enjoying a nightcap by the grand fireplace in the lobby, moments like these are meant to be treasured. 
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											Dining at Lutsen Lodge

										
					
											
														
								Join us for true coursed fine dining in a setting that is elegant and refined yet with rustic homage to the Historic Lodge it’s within; and let your best dining experience of your North Shore vacation unfold as you take in the views that have been unforgettable for nearly 140 years.
																	Learn More
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Indulge in exquisite fine dining at our Historic Lodge, seamlessly blending rustic charm with breathtaking views. Discover The Stubli, a rustic après spot at Historic Lutsen Lodge, offering an alpine menu for unwinding after a day on the slopes. As the sun sets over deep-blue waters, enjoy an iconic fireside experience in the lodge lobby with our Fireside menu featuring small plates and our signature Fireside Hot Chocolate.
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									UnforgettableSince 1885

								

																											

					
				
					


	





    
                    
                lodging

            

                
            
                Relax In Rustic Elegance

                Experience our historic accommodations featuring modest lodge rooms with touches of luxury that you will find most certainly warm and inviting as you immerse yourself in a bygone era’s timeless charm.
                                    See Accommodations
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                                                                            Historic Lodge Rooms
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															Best Experience

																						
									We had our wedding here and it was the best experience we could have asked for. Every single thing was perfect. Everyone loved the food, the communication with Edward and Seth was wonderful. They were direct, helpful and went above and beyond. This location is truly amazing for a wedding getaway. Our guests were in awe of the venue, our vendors had fun with it all and the staff here were super helpful, kind, communicative and fun! 								

																						Mara  Clark on Google
													

					
				
					
						
															Superior Service and Most Charming Stay

																						
									I came to Lutsen Lodge for my friend’s wedding. My first reaction on arrival was the GORGEOUS scenery of vast Lake Superior. So awesome! The lodge was so rustic and fancy with a lovely main room filled with sofas, a crackling fireplace, and warm wooden architecture. I absolutely adored my room.  								

																						Lillian on TripAdvisor
													

					
				
					
						
															My Favorite Place

																						
									Lutsen is, without a doubt, my favorite place on the planet. I’ve been staying here since I was a little girl. I come to recharge my soul—to get that kind of peace and comfort that can’t be had anywhere else.								

																						Nicole on Tripadvisor
													

					
				
					
						
															Amazing Family Vacation

																						
									Lutsen is not only beautiful and quaint, but the accommodations are amazing (we stayed in a log cabin) and the lodge is amazing! Views are stunning [and it is] easy to get around the resort! Staff is very accommodating and polite!								

																						cyndikoll on Tripadvisor
													

					
				
					
						
															Couldn't have been more beautiful!

																						
									Attended a wedding and the resort couldn't have been more beautiful.								

																						Brandon McKinley in Google
													

					
				
					
						
															We’ll Be Back For Sure

																						
									Every single aspect exceeded our expectations. The staff really make your stay a welcome one. Then, we get to the rooms and the stunning view—too perfect for words. I can understand why so many guests we met come back every year.								

																						MaesonM on Tripadvisor
													

					
							

		

	







	
		
			
									Offers

								
											Savor Summer!

										Indulge with the decadent flavors of summer and take during one of the North Shore's most beautiful seasons with our Savor Summer! package featuring a five-night stay and $500 Dining Credit in The Strand, winner of Wine Spectator's Award of Excellence.



											
															
									Book Now									
							
															Terms & Conditions
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							Offer includes:
- 5 night stay in a King Lodge Room or Suite 
- $500 Dining Credit to be used in The Strand Waterfront Dining Room
- Valid June 1 - Aug 31, 2024
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											Lakeside in Lutsen

									

				Nestled on the rugged shoreline of Lake Superior, the Historic Lutsen Lodge instantly immerses you to the best the region has to offer, from fine dining and fishing to ice skating, skiing and snowshoeing.
									EXPLORE THE NORTH SHORE
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				StayConnected

				
				Thank you for your interest.
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                 Yes, I would like to receive emails with exclusive specials and offers.
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